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1. Introduction
The Worskhop on Ontology and Semantic Web Patterns (WOP2015, 6th edition)1 was held on October
11, 2015 in conjunction with the 14th International Semantic Web Conference in Bethlehem, PA, USA. At
the workshop, the organizers conducted a discussion
with the participants regarding the promises and obstacles of ontology design patterns (ODPs for short). This
editorial reports on those discussions. We begin with a
brief introduction of ODPs for the unfamiliar reader.

2. Ontology Design Patterns: A brief primer
An ontology design pattern, generally speaking, is
a “reusable successful solution to a recurrent [ontology] modeling problem” [17], such as how to represent ternary predicates in OWL and RDF, or how to
model generic notions such as event or process. The
former are known as logical patterns, while the latter
are known as content patterns. Several other classes of
patterns have also been suggested [18].
Content patterns can be understood as ontology
snippets, or parts, which capture key and widely
reusable aspects of a single notion such as event, or1 http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/WOP:2015

ganization, or trajectory [11]. A well-designed content pattern should be very versatile, i.e. reusable,
in many different application contexts. This requirement is often achieved by avoiding overly strong (i.e.,
application-specific or potentially controversial) ontological commitments.
The different roles agents can play (such as in an organization or event) is an example of a content pattern.
A person (as agent) may be member of an organization
or may be author of a paper. An organization, like IOS
Press, may have the role of publisher for a journal such
as the Semantic Web journal. The corresponding pattern is sometimes referred to as the AgentRole pattern.
Figure 1 depicts the structure of this pattern as used
in the GeoLink Modular Ontology (GMO) [15]. The
classes TimeInstant and Agent represent complex types
of entities in their own right that would typically be
modeled by corresponding additional patterns. These
additional patterns can then be connected with the
AgentRole pattern as part of an ontology construction
process.
Patterns are usually formally expressed through a
logical axiomatization, such as the Web Ontology Language OWL [9], which defines the formal semantics
and relationships between the vocabulary items used
in the pattern. Patterns may also come with a set of
mappings that explain the formal relationship between
the pattern and other established patterns, ontologies,
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Fig. 1. Depiction of the AgentRole pattern.

AgentRole  (=1 isPerformedBy.Agent)  (=1 isAgentRoleIn.)

 (=1 timeStarts.TimeInstant)  (=1 timeEnds.TimeInstant)
providesAgentRole ≡ isAgentRoleIn−

(1)
(2)

Fig. 2. Some axioms for the AgentRole pattern.

or controlled vocabularies, some of which can also be
expressed using OWL or rules.
The GMO axiomatization of this pattern2 includes
the axioms (in description logic syntax [10]) listed in
Fig. 2. Axiom (1) states that an AgentRole is performed
by exactly one Agent, has exactly one starting time and
one ending time, and is an agent role in exactly one
thing. Axiom (2) states that providesAgentRole and isAgentRoleIn are inverse properties. Other axioms of
the pattern give, for example, (guarded) domain and
range restrictions for the properties of the pattern.
Ontology design patterns were introduced independently by Blomqvist and Gangemi [3,4] in 2005. Ontology engineering with ODPs was described in the
eXtreme Design methodology [19] as well as ODOE
[12] and has been systematically practiced at the U.S.
GeoVoCamps since 2012 [8]. The above mentioned
GeoLink Modular Ontology [15] is an example for a
recent ontology constructed using ODP modeling principles.

3. Promises of Ontology Design Patterns
3.1. ODPs as an ontology engineering tool
Arguments for the benefits of ODPs focus mainly
on the ontology engineering process and, indeed, using libraries of design patterns has proven beneficial
in areas such as software engineering. Patterns act as
2 See http://schema.geolink.org/patterns/.

a language for talking about problems and solutions;
collecting benefits, drawbacks, and consequences; and
providing examples of design classes. All the while
building on the old principle of not having to reinvent
the wheel.
At first glance, novice ontology engineers may feel
that ontology engineering is as easy as drawing a diagram on paper. However, it is soon discovered that logical modeling, e.g., using OWL, can be as complex as
programming, due to the underlying semantics of the
language. This warrants the use of simple ODPs that
can help to avoid common pitfalls or simply assist in
making informed design choices [1,2]. Although, this
original motivation for ODPs is still not completely realized in practice. Software Engineering, by comparison, has a much more coherent and consensual set of
patterns available, carefully described in books and online catalogues, and taught at universities. This is not
yet the case for ODPs. However, the process is certainly ongoing. As ODPs become more mature and the
community collects more and more experience using
them, we envision that the same situation as in Software Engineering will emerge in Ontology Engineering – ODPs as one of the cornerstones of Ontology Engineering.
Similar to Software Engineering, ODPs also have
additional benefits going beyond being abstract descriptions of common problem-solution pairs. Their
difference, however, originates in the difference between programming and modeling. While software
design patterns are quite abstract, sometimes a long
way from their actual implementation in a certain pro-
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gramming language, ODPs may in many cases be
quite close in level of abstraction and representation
to their implementation in an ontology modeling language such as OWL. This means it is often possible to
describe the ODP itself as a reusable component using the implementation language (e.g., OWL) directly.
This facilitates the use of ODPs not only as abstract
ideas, but also as actual reusable components. Ontology Engineering could then be seen more as a composition task, i.e., composing a set of reusable ODP
implementations, rather than building ontologies from
scratch. This of course sets requirements on the quality
and documentation of the ODP components. The ontology engineer needs to be aware of the consequences
of reusing such components and how to make correct
connections between the components being integrated.
ODPs bring a promise of compositional modeling and
true ontology reuse, which has the potential of considerably reducing time and effort spent in some Ontology Engineering tasks.

3

geneity as they only ensure, and enforce, a minimal
level of interoperability. This means that we can still
cater to specifics within each dataset that are bound to
occur. Thus, ODPs enhance reusability while simultaneously facilitating practical use of in real-world data
and applications [15].
Using ODPs as the basis for both ontologies, and
less complex Linked Data vocabularies, will also lead
to better understanding of ontologies and datasets as
ODPs can be seen as part of the documentation of the
ontology or dataset. Making explicit that you use an
ODP, or even reusing its component implementation
by importing it, sends a clear message to anyone that
later studies the ontology or dataset. The ODP, as a
common language for ontology engineers, along with
its documentation can give a better understanding of
the underlying conceptualization and ontological commitments. This can create a natural interoperability on
the ontology level. By identifying that two ontologies
use the same ODP they have a natural, and inherent,
point of alignment.

3.2. ODPs for improved interoperability
3.3. ODPs for improved application support
One of the original visions of ontology reuse was
that shared Web ontologies would enable large-scale
data integration. Web-wide data integration would be
possible from multiple datasets reusing the ontologies
as schemas. However, in reality, most datasets on the
Web, e.g. Linked Data, use their own ontology, or
reuse (and potentially misuse) a mismatch of concepts
and properties from various ontologies and less expressive vocabularies. In practice, reusing a complete
ontology is often infeasible, due to some (potentially
small) part of it not matching your data or conceptualization. For example, most ontologies make too strong
ontological commitments to be directly reused. ODPs
seem promising as a middle ground between reusing a
complete ontology and making your own model from
scratch. ODPs are more likely to fit your data and conceptualization of the world than large upper ontologies since ODPs can be viewed as small components
(i.e., small ontologies) with minimal ontological commitments. By reusing an ODP you get a certain level
of interoperability of your data with others reusing the
same ODP. This interoperability may not address every
detail, but the ODP ensures a minimal level of interoperability where data can actually be integrated Webwide. This is a promise of real Linked Data integration,
which is at the moment desperately needed [13,21].
Turning that argument around, this also means that
heterogeneity is still allowed. ODPs support hetero-

A common way of publishing Linked Data on the
Web is to create a vocabulary completely bottom-up.
Publishers often look at the existing data structure and
simply replicate it using concepts and relations that are
found in existing vocabularies (or created in a new custom vocabulary). This straight forward method ensures
that data gets out on the Web. Yet, it is not necessarily a method that creates good datasets from a reuse
and application perspective. This is another area where
ODPs promise improvement [21].
ODPs are, although generic in some sense, usually
developed together with domain experts. For instance,
ODPs for geographical data are usually developed together with geographers, Geographic Information System (GIS) specialists, and other domain experts. This
ensures that application requirements of common applications in the domain get built into the ODPs. In
turn, data publishers using those ODPs for their ontologies are aware of those requirements and if possible cater for them in their data.
Applications themselves (or application developers)
could also use ODPs to understand the potential of
data, i.e., what the data contains and what can be done
with it. This is certainly true for the use of ontologies as schemas in general. Yet, having a limited set of
ODPs to cater to in an application is most likely more
feasible than building an application that can adapt to
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all the opportunities of the (potentially unlimited) set
of arbitrarily modeled ontologies.
3.4. ODP support
ODPs bring to Ontology Engineering the promise of
data and ontology publishing and reuse. Yet, this can
not be realized without work on existing challenges
within the ODP community. Finding ways to assess
and ensure ODP quality is one such area that is currently being actively researched (e.g., as in [6]). Having clear criteria for the quality of an ODP, methods
to assess quality, and methods to select ODPs based
on different quality criteria, promises to greatly improve the reliability of ODP catalogues and the ontologies that later use them. Similarly, methods and
tools for more easily finding and reusing ODPs (e.g.,
as discussed in [7]), including understanding the relations between ODPs, such as identifying alternative
and complementing ODPs, promises to greatly improve the usability of ODPs in Ontology Engineering.
Conventions for making ODP use explicit, even when
ODP implementation components are not directly imported into the ontology, can further increase interoperability and application support.

4. Barriers to the widespread adoption of
Ontology Design Patterns
The promises offered by ODPs provide a reasonably
sound justification for their usage. Yet, many barriers
to their adoption still remain to be overcome before
ODPs become a part of mainstream ontology engineering.
Availability of relevant patterns One of the most
widespread criticisms against the use of ODPs is the
lack of relevant patterns, both at a generic and a domain specific level. While two public ontology libraries: ODP-Wiki and Manchester ODPs Public Catalog for bio-ontologies (MBOP), have been made available, each describing the purpose of the pattern and its
formalization, finding patterns that have been validated
against specific requirements or use cases has still remained a largely hard task.
Pattern discovery services The capability to uniformly look up ODPs on demand, using a service that
provides machine processable pattern metadata and
APIs, has long since been a desideratum for ontology
authors and editors. This too has often been cited as

one of the major barriers to the uptake of ODPs. A
standardized mechanism for semantically describing
ODPs that can be exploited by ontology discovery engines and facilitate their automated discovery and usage by agents needs to be made available.
Minimum tooling support Existing ontology editing
environments provide the mechanism to import and
instantiate ontologies. Yet, no explicit support is currently available to develop and publish patterns directly to public ODP servers. Additionally, there is no
search support for patterns in public ODP libraries.
The problem becomes significantly complex when domain experts, relying heavily on tool support, need solutions to recurring problems in specific domains. The
lack of tools that facilitate and interactively prompt the
use of patterns while an ontology is being authored is
a key bottleneck. Further, editors that proactively analyze an ontology while importing it and recognize the
use of well documented patterns are much needed.
Legacy ontologies, hidden patterns Many well known
and widely used ontologies were developed before
ODPs were introduced. Some of these ontologies are
upper level such as BFO3 and SUMO,4 while others
such as SNOMED-CT5 and CIDOC-CRM6 are relatively large. Such ontologies potentially encode a number of ODPs. A fact which is implicitly validated by
their widespread usage. However, analyzing and restructuring these ontologies to identify patterns is a
non-trivial task requiring significant support, which is
often not available. Consequently, many hidden ODPs,
which could be extracted and utilized to support ontology engineering, thereby bridging the gap between the
demand and availability of ODPs, remain out of reach.
Strategies for pattern design development The development of Software Engineering design patterns has
conventionally followed a bottom-up approach where
recurring patterns are extracted from existing software.
This also serves as a validation of the usage of the pattern. However, the development of ODPs has largely
happened in a top-down manner. This was justified in
the early days of ontology development due to a lack of
critical mass. Yet, strategies are now required that encourage bottom-up development and enable automated
extraction of patterns from a corpus of ontologies.
3 http://ifomis.uni-saarland.de/bfo/
4 http://www.adampease.org/OP/
5 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/SNOMEDCT
6 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/rdfs/cidoc_crm_v5.0.4_official_
release.rdfs
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Pattern evaluation and validation ODP development
suffers from a lack of benchmarks and quality heuristics and metrics against which patterns can be evaluated. This is a critical requirement in order to provide
increased confidence in their usage. Thus, while ODPs
provide a compositional approach to ontology design,
validation of the composition has so far been largely
ignored.
Expressivity conflicts Conflicts arise in several scenarios due to the high levels of expressivity provided
by certain patterns and the need for minimum ontological commitment required by ontologies. Patterns are
intended to aid the designer, especially in the design of
large ontologies and the reduction in scope of errors. If
the inclusion of ODPs alters the desired expressivity,
making the overall ontology intractable, there is bound
to be a reluctance to their adoption.

5. Possible research directions
Participants at the workshop were also asked to
share their thoughts on key research directions that
should be pursued. In the following, we list what
emerged as main thrusts during the short time we had
for this part of the discussion. This collection is by no
means exhaustive. Additional current research questions have already been alluded to in previous sections
of this paper.
Investigate causes for poorly designed ontologies
Most ontologies are rarely, if ever, reused by third parties. This flies in the face of one of the original main
motivations for creating ontologies, namely as shared
conceptualizations. However, the exact reasons why
ontologies find so little reuse are at this point very
poorly understood. Anecdotal evidence indicates that
ontologies often are poorly designed and constructed,
difficult to understand, insufficiently documented and
maintained, too specific or too broad (or both). Social
dynamics and findability may also play a role.
As ontology design patterns are created and used,
it behooves the community to really understand the
causes for the lack of reuse. In particular, the ODP
community should be able to address possible causes
related to poor design, to understandability and documentation issues, and to finding an appropriate balance for specificity versus generality. A thorough and
evidence-supported understanding of these issues, e.g.
what exactly “poor design” and “good design” are, appears to be necessary to advance on these fronts; in-
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vestigations into ontological anti-patterns fall into this
realm [22]. In particular, there seems to be a lack of
user-centric evaluations addressing the ontology reuse
issue, with only a few notable exceptions, e.g. [14].
Produce a critical amount of reusable ontology design
patterns The advance of ontology design patterns is
caught in a catch-22: In order to provide convincing
evidence for the added value of ODPs, the community
requires access to a well-organized, well-documented,
and well-maintained set of high-quality ontology design patterns. At the same time, however, there is a lack
of incentive (and funding) to provide these, as long as
this added value has not yet been convincingly demonstrated.
A joint effort to create, document, and properly catalogue key ontology design patterns will be needed, as
well as a discussion on which patterns are needed and
how they should be provided. An pattern creation effort is ongoing for the geosciences domain, in form of
the U.S. GeoVocamps [8], but the process is still very
ad-hoc, and a broader organized effort will be needed.
Develop an ontology design pattern representation
language Currently, ontology design patterns are
mostly presented in the form of OWL files, with some
minimalistic accompanying documentation. While
OWL can indeed be used to express the core of a pattern, it does not provide native ways to represent additional information which would be helpful for reuse or
organization of patterns. For example, it would seem
to be important to record how different patterns relate
to each other on a more abstract level, e.g. whether a
pattern is a refinement or a generalization of another
pattern. Using OWL to express axiomatizations provided with patterns is also limiting because the openworld assumption underlying OWL does not cater for
expressing non-monotonic constructs like constraints,
and because some patterns call for an axiomatization
of, say, transitive closure or general rules not expressible in OWL DL. Some first steps towards developing such a representation language have already been
undertaken [5] but more work remains to be done.
Formalize relationships between patterns Related to
the previous point is the question of understanding, in
depth, how different patterns can relate to each other.
This is important to understand compositionality aspects, e.g. how to create an ontology based on existing ontology design patterns. Key relations are specialization, generalization, and composition and are discussed as in [20], but often relationships are more com-
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plex. For example, there are notions of views or shortcuts, see [8], which can be understood as a type of temporary simplification of a pattern.
Understanding relevant notions of how patterns relate to each other seems to be required in order to develop a practically useful pattern representation language, and also in order to develop methodologies and
tools which would be able to lend significant support
to ontology engineers.

new patterns were introduced to the community. Many
successes were presented and discussed. Yet, as noted
here, challenges remain to full fledged adoption of the
ODP methodology. It is our hope that this editorial
summaries the ODP benefits and challenges for the
broader Semantic Web community. We look forward
to the next steps in research and development of ODPs
following WOP2015.

Sustainability issues related to ontology design patterns The provision, maintenance and documentation of ontology design patterns are currently done in
a very ad-hoc manner. While the community has a
rudimentary portal,7 it lends only limited support and
structure. Versioning aspects and other software engineering related issues need to be addressed, and better tool support for pattern-driven ontology engineering needs to be developed.
Thus, sustainability related research questions are
about finding how to best implement infrastructure and
apply software engineering principles to ODPs. What
would a tool for the efficient support of ODP-driven
ontology-engineering look like? How should documentation be provided? What does versioning mean
for ontologies or ODPs on the Web?
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